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I’ve just tried lots of stuff, failing and succeeding, 
and this is what I’ve learned

* Warning:

I HAVE NO IDEA!
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Clients



Clients

Select the right clients 

Establish a solid and equal relationship 

Set clear billing principles 

Manage the account



Selecting Clients

‣Your business is defined by the clients and 
projects you say ‘No’ to. 

‣Select your clients, just as they select their agency. 

‣Know what your kind of client is.



Example: A Wunder client should…

Be looking for a long term partnership rather than a one-off project. 

Be interested in working collaboratively rather than just sending a briefing document. 

Understand that launching a website is getting to the start line, rather than the finish line. 

See digital as core to the future of their business. 

Have hard problems to solve which need more than a pretty brochure-ware style 
approach. 

Be willing to work with our approach to delivery (unless they can show they deliver more 
successful web projects per year in a client/agency relationship than we do). 

Be willing to work in an open and transparent way. 

Have staff members that we would enjoy working with. 

Be a company we would be proud to say we work with.



Sales Process

1. Idea / Contact / RFP 

2. Stop / Go Decision 

3. Discovery 

4. Prepare and Prove 

5. Proposal 

6. Presentation 

7. Agreement 

8. Retrospective 

9. Set up for Delivery
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Establish Relationship

‣Equal: mutual trust and respect 

‣Defined: contract, on-boarding, training, 
expectations 

‣Multiple contact points - like a zipper 

‣Suitable billing and payment terms



Billing principles

‣Bill by sprint or day - but not by hours 

‣Bill a fair day rate for your talented people 

‣Bill for all the work you do 

‣Reward the client for helping your utilisation



Manage the account

‣Maintain relationships with stakeholders 

‣Regular reviews 

‣Look for ways to do things better for them, 
maximise your value, and fix problems fast 

‣Provide advice, ideas, contacts, etc



No Customer Is Forever

‣Never let one client be more than 20% of turnover 

‣Always be prepared to walk away 

‣Be ready for change at their end 

‣Manage a smooth and friendly exit
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Team

Know the right kind of person for your 
company 

Recruit selectively 

Pay well 

Set people free to do great things 

Support the team



The Right Person

‣Recruit for character, train for skills 

‣Know what kind of character you want 

‣You are building the culture of your company 

‣Better to grow slower and turn down work than 
recruit the wrong people



Recruit Selectively

‣No recruitment agents. Advertise widely, use your 
networks 

‣Have a clear process that can help find and select 
the right kind of person 

‣Give people the chance to try out, and an easy out 
if it doesn’t work



Pay

‣Pay package should be roughly 1/3rd of likely 
billing for year 

‣Roughly 220 potentially billable days per year. 
Assume utilisation of 80% = 176 days 

‣176 * (day rate) / 3 = a guideline for salary package



Team Costs Overheads
Contingency  

&  
Profit

Billing Income

1/3rd 1/3rd 1/3rd





You look after the team, 
the team looks after 

customers
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Tools

Document the way you do things 

Use the simplest things that work 

Train people 

Measure, Track, Report 

Continuously improve



Tools
Steve Hunton
steve.hunton@wunder.uk

Keeper of the Wunder Way.
Leads our work to standardise our
processes and tools, and gain 
quality accreditations.

mailto:steve.hunton@wunder.uk
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Purpose !
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Problems

‣Under-charging, under-estimating, under-billing 

‣Taking on the wrong clients and projects 

‣Building sites, not building a business 

‣Not knowing how you are doing 

‣Wasting time



Fixes

‣Review your day rates, utilisation and project 
profitability 

‣Review all your clients and projects. Any that you 
need to improve the balance with, or part with? 

‣Document the ‘way’ you do things 

‣Implement proper project and business reporting



Work ON the business, 
not IN the business.





way.wunder.io



Director,  
Wunder UK & Wunder Consulting 

@steveparks 

steve.parks@wunder.uk

Steve Parks

Thanks! Keep in touch…
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